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ABSTRACT 

Web Usage Mining used to extract knowledge from WWW. 

Nowadays interaction of user towards web data is growing, 

web usage mining is significant in effective website 

management, adaptive website creation, support services, 

personalization, and network traffic flow analysis and user 

trend analysis and user’s profile also helps to promote website 

in ranking. Agglomerative clustering is a most flexible 

method and it is also used for clustering the web data in web 

usage mining, there are do not need the number of clusters as 

a input. Agglomerative have many drawbacks such as initial 

error propagation, dimensionality, complexity and data set 

size issues. In this paper we have introduced solution for data 

set size problem that helpful for information retrieve from 

large web data, web log data files are as a input for 

agglomerative clustering algorithms and output is efficient 

clustering that will be used further for information extraction 

in web usage mining. 
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1. INTRODUCTION 
Now a day’s explosive growth of data collection, so data is 

stored in data warehouses and that data is accessed by intranet 

or internet. Data mining is a process of extract or retrieves use 

full information from the large set of data. Today number of 

user is increasing so use of web is growing exponentially; 

World Wide Web is a wide source of information. Web 

mining is a data mining technique that is used to automatically 

extract information from web [1].web mining is divided in 

three type such as content mining(content of pages), structure 

mining(structure of pages), usage mining(access or use of 

pages). 

Web usage mining is to discover browsing pattern from user’s 

behaviors [4]. Web usage mining is helps to deal with certain 

web scaling problem such as user trend analysis through 

surfing, traffic flow analysis, distributed control and handling, 

web traffic management and many more [2]. 

Clustering is an unsupervised learning technique. Using 

clustering technique on extracted information from web data, 

to separate all the information is known as clustering. Similar 

characteristics data is placed in one group and remaining data 

is placed in another group.  

There for in Cluster certain data point is similar with same 

cluster data points and “dissimilar” with other clusters data 

points. Such methods are used in Data Mining, Pattern 

recognition, Image analysis, Bioinformatics, Machine 

Learning. Voice mining, Image processing, Text mining, Web 

cluster engines, Whether report analysis [6]. Requirement of 

clustering is a Scalability, Ability to deal with different types 

of attributed, Discovery of clusters with arbitrary shape; 

Minimal requirements for domain knowledge of determine 

input parameters, Ability to deal with noisy data, Insensitivity 

to the order of input records, High dimensionality [14], 

Constraint-based clustering Interpretability and usability. 

Complexity is high in clustering and inability of clustering. 

2. RELATED WORK 

2.1 Type of Clustering 
A collection of similar data objects so clustering [11] have 

two types of similarities. 

 Intraclass similarity- Objects are similar to objects 

in same cluster. Intraclass similarity [15] is based on 

the near data objects in a cluster. In a similarity 

measured in clustering is an important role in doing 

good clustering so intraclass similarity gives the 

large  value for good clustering. it is measured  

by using this equation: 

 

           
 

    
                  

 
      

      

   

 

 Interclass dissimilarity- Objects are dissimilar to 

objects in other clusters. Interclass similarity [15] is 

give less value for good clustering. So similarity 

between different cluster object is less. This formula 

is used of measured similarity of cluster objects in 

this method. 

            
 

         

      

     

      

   

                  

            

 

2.2 Various Types of Clustering Method 

Clustering is a process of classify data into number of cluster. 

Clustering classifies data based on different types methods 

that method follows are: 
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 Hierarchical clustering method 

 Partitioning clustering method 

 Density based clustering method 

 Grid based clustering method 

 Model based clustering method 

2.2.1 Partitioning clustering 
In partitioning method have N object database and that 

database is partitioned [18] in k groups using partitioning 

method. In all objects contain in one cluster and at least one 

object contain in each group. This method is suited for small 

to medium sized data set to finding spherical-shaped clusters. 

It is used for complex data set and cluster very large data set. 

The representative partitioning [18] clustering algorithms are 

K-MEDOID, K-MEANS. 

K-means clustering algorithm is work in that manner first 

select the randomly one node from the number of objects. K is 

a center of cluster. Similar [18] data form a cluster, similarity 

find based on the distance between object and center. 

2.2.2 Model based clustering 
Model based clustering method construct the model for every 

clusters and find a data which is fit to that model and this 

method is automatically give the number of clusters. This 

method is robust. The representative model-based clustering 

algorithm is EM. Model based method is often based on 

probability distribution of data. Individual distribution is 

called component distribution .in this method probability 

distribution is done by the mixture density model. 

EM method acquire statistic from traditional mixture model 

and depends on that statistic it perform clustering in model 

based clustering method. 

2.2.3 Density-based clustering 
In density based method divide data in cluster based on the 

density of objects. So distance between cluster objects is less 

and growing the number of objects [21] though the density 

based clustering algorithm. So density of cluster is growing. 

And it  have same advantages such as reduced effect of  noise 

(outliers) and discover clusters of arbitrary shape, input data 

scan only once, needs density[21] parameters to be initialized. 

Here Density-based clustering algorithms the data space 

contain dense regions of objects is consider as a cluster and 

clusters are separated by regions of low density. Density 

based algorithms depends on each object with a density value 

defined by the number of its neighbor objects within a given 

radius.  Density [21] of objects is greater than a specified 

threshold is defined as a dense object and initially is formed a 

cluster itself. Two clusters are merged if the y shares a 

common neighbor that is also dense. The DBSCAN, OPTICS, 

HOP, and DENCLUE algorithms are representative of 

density-based [21] clustering algorithms concept. 

2.2.4 Grid based clustering 
In grid based clustering method is divided data space in 

number of cell that forms grid structure. Grid structure is 

depends on the number of cell rather than number of object.  

Perform clustering in a grid so complexity is reduced in grid 

[13] based clustering method. Statistic attribute are gathered 

form grid cell. Performance is depends on the size of the grid 

that is less than the number of objects contain in cluster. The 

representative grid based clustering [13] algorithms are 

STING, WAVE CLUSTER, and CLINQUE. 

2.2.5 Hierarchical clustering  
Hierarchical clustering builds a cluster hierarchy such as a 

tree of clusters. Hierarchical clustering processes is a 

sequence of divide or merge clusters. In which each cluster 

have chilled and structure that is more informative than the 

unstructured set of clusters returned by flat clustering. No 

need of give number of cluster initially. Good result 

visualization in this method and complexity is high. 

Hierarchical clustering [12] is used in information retrieval. In 

which distance of objects is measured and merge or divide 

cluster objects based on the distance. Unstructured data is 

divided or merged effectively in hierarchical clustering. 

2.2.5.1 Divisive (Top-Down) Approach 
Here starting with a one cluster of all objects and recursively 

splitting each cluster until the termination criterion is reached 

[12]. The most useful part of hierarchical clustering is that it 

can be applicable to any type of attributes, so easy to apply for 

any task related to web usage mining with respect to web data. 

2.2.5.2 Agglomerative Technique (Bottom-Up) 
Hierarchical and partition is a clustering method, in the 

partitioning method  required the number of clusters as a input 

while hierarchical clustering method are no need to number of 

cluster as a input, so unknown data set given as a input. 

Hierarchical clustering contains two methods top-down and 

bottom-up. Agglomerative clustering [7] is a bottom-up 

method. That method is simple and very flexible method. 

Agglomerative clustering algorithm works by grouping the 

data one by one on the basis of the nearest distance measure 

of all the pair wise distance between the data point. Again 

distance between the data point is recalculated but which 

distance to consider when the groups has been formed [7]. 

Single linkage, complete linkage, average linkage and 

centroid distance between two points, grouping the data until 

one cluster is remaining.  

Agglomerative clustering starting with one point clusters and 

recursively merging two or more most similar clusters [12] to 

a single cluster (parent) until the termination criterion is 

reached. (E.g. k – clusters have been built). 

It has advantages that No apriori information about the 

number of clusters required and Easy to implement and gives 

best result in some cases. In which Algorithm can never undo 

what was done previously. And sometimes it is difficult to 

identify the correct number of clusters by the dendogram. 

Major drawbacks are that initial error propagation, 

dimensionality, complexity and large data set size. 

ALGORITHM 

Agglomerative clustering algorithm steps: 

1) Let be the set of data points. 

2) Then find distance between the clusters. 

3) Merge pair of clusters that have smallest 

distance. 

4) Update distance matrix. 

5) If all the data points are in one cluster then stop, 

else repeat from step 2) [7]. 

2.2.5.2.1 Various technique of agglomerative 

clustering  

1) single linkage  
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Single linkage clustering is one of the methods of 

agglomerative hierarchical clustering. In single linkage 

clustering link between two clusters is made by single 

object pair, it is also known as a nearest neighbor 

clustering. Distance between two clusters is based on 

points of clusters that is small or nearest. 

Mathematically, the linkage function is D(X, Y) – the 

distance between clusters [10] X and Y – is described by 

the equation  

           
       

       

 Where X and Y are any two sets of objects 

considered as clusters 

 D(x, y) function denotes the distance between the 

two elements x and y. 

2) Complete linkage  

In complete-linkage clustering, the link between two 

clusters contains all element pairs, it is also known as a 

farthest neighbor clustering. Distance between two 

clusters is depends on objects of clusters that is 

maximum or farthest. Mathematically, the complete 

linkage function—the distance D(x, y) between clusters 

X and Y— is described by the following expression [10]:  

           
       

       

        Where 

 d(x,y) is the distance between elements     and 

    ; 

 x and y are two sets of elements (clusters) 

3) Average linkage  

In average linkage clustering the link between two 

clusters contains one point of cluster to all points of other 

cluster [10]. In which average distance between pairs of 

clusters data points is denote the distance of two clusters. 

 

          

 
 

                 
      

  
 

 
  

 
          

  
 
 

 
          

 

4) Centroid linkage  

In centroid linkage clustering the link between two 

clusters contains one point center of cluster to center 

points of other cluster. The distance between clusters is 

defined as the (squared) Euclidean Distance between 

cluster centroids [10]. 

 

2.2.5.2.2 Issues in agglomerative clustering  
In general agglomerative clustering have issues such as 

dimensionality, initial error propagation, complexity and large 

data set size issues. 

Large data set size 

Today’s data is growing so storage of data is expanded. And 

data set sized is increased day by day. There for clustering of 

data is needed because of all data or information is not 

important for doing any operation. And all data is classified in 

attributes. But in agglomerative clustering algorithm has a 

issues of not classified large data set [16]. In which number of 

data or information of attribute is large but not important that 

number of attribute is more. So it is independent to the how 

many attribute contain in a data base. 

Agglomerative clustering algorithm is performing on small or 

medium size data set. This method has limitation that is not 

work on large data set size, so large data set size issue is a 

major issue in agglomerative clustering algorithm. Large data 

set sized[16] problem can be depends on a three reason such 

as 1) Data set can have large number of element 2) In data set 

contain each element can have number of features. 3)  Many 

clusters can be contain in data set for discover all the data. 

High Dimensionality 

Agglomerative clustering algorithms are designed for two or 

three dimension data. So high dimension data is a major 

challenge for clustering because of dimensionality [17] is 

increased. Small number of dimension is relevant to the exits 

clusters. And many dimensions are irrelevant. There for noise 

in data is increased. When dimensionality [17] is increased 

data is become parse because data points are located on 

different dimension subspaces.   

Dimensionality is depend on the number of attribute contain 

in data set instead of large number of features [17] of each 

attribute. 

Complexity  

Complexity is an amount of time or space required by an 

algorithm for given input size. Agglomerative clustering 

algorithm complexity [19] is O (n3) because the similarities N 

x N metrics scan every time and find similarity N-1 iterations 

and give the N number of clusters as an input. So complexity 

[19] of agglomerative clustering algorithm is high. 

And in which storage space is needed for similarity metrics so 

complexity is high in that method. 

Initial error propagation  

In an agglomerative clustering method error is contain in an 

initial step of the clustering and that is propagate [20] last step 

of the process of clustering. In agglomerative clustering 

algorithm merge number of cluster in one cluster at that time 

one cluster contain error and that error is not solved that step 

and that cluster [20] is merged with other cluster have data is 

a without error or true data, so data of that two cluster may be 

clash, So error can be occurred in that data is more.   

In agglomerative clustering algorithm all that types of cluster 

is merge and error propagation can be more so result of that 

method is a not accurate at the final step of algorithm [20].So 

initial error propagation is a problem of agglomerative 

clustering algorithm.  

Table 1: Measurement result of different methods 

Algorithm Time Accuracy 

Single Linkage 0.28 0.98 

Complete Linkage 3.68 4.56 

Average Linkage  1.78 8.62 
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Fig 1: Comparison graph of different methods 

3. CONCLUSION 
We have come across many issues such as initial error 

propagation, complexity, dimensionality and large data set 

size during the review of various clustering algorithms mainly 

agglomerative approach. The study also revealed that 

Dimensionality and Initial error propagation issues are solved 

[7]. The issues related to data set size and complexity need to 

be resolved to perform usage trend analysis, path analysis and 

clustering based on data.  

Agglomerative clustering algorithm can be improved using 

linkage methods and an initial error propagation issue can be 

solved using single linkage method. Single linkage, complete 

linkage, average linkages are various agglomerative clustering 

distance calculation methods. By improving these methods, 

these methods can be useful for agglomerative clustering 

algorithm. 
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